
Native American 
Tribe Project

How will your tribe survive in your geographic location?



Focus Standards
*SS.5.A.2.1 Compare cultural aspects of ancient American civilizations

*SS.5.A.2.2 Identify Native American tribes from different geographic regions 
of North America

*SS.5.A.2.3 Compare cultural aspects of Native American tribes from different 
geographic regions of North America including but not limited to clothing, 
shelter, food, major beliefs and practices, music, art, and interactions with the 
environment.



Objective
*You and your band of mates have been transported to a specific geographic region. 
Knowing there is strength in numbers, you will form your very own tribe.

*In order to be successful, you must learn the ways of survival from the established 
tribes in your area. Through research and learning, you will establish your own 
housing, methods of securing food, clothing, culture, and values.



Part 1 - Learn  your Environment
*Begin by conducting research on where you are located.

*Questions to consider:
-What’s the environment like?
-What resources (plants/animals/water sources) are available?
-What is the weather/climate like in this region?



Part 1 - Assignment- due Thursday,9/16
Complete the following in a Google Slide Presentation and attach to this assignment. 

🌳Environment – Uses 5+ sentences to accurately describe surroundings in specific geographic 
location
🐃Resources – Uses 5+ sentences to describe available plants, animals, water, materials, etc. in 
the environment.
☁Weather/Climate – Uses 3+ sentences to describe the weather patterns in all seasons. Gives 
climate info and details about temp/precipitation. 
📷Visuals – Includes multiple visual representations for each of the 3 sections listed.



Part 2 - Construct Your Housing
*Now that you are familiar with your environment and available 
resources, it’s time to build a shelter!

*Research what other tribes in your area have done for their homes. Get 
ideas to build housing that will benefit your tribe. Remember, Give credit!

*Questions to consider
-What materials can you use?
-Does your housing protect you from the elements?
-Is it practical for your lifestyle?



Part 2 - Assignment- due Thursday,9/23
*Based on your research and observations from other tribes, you will 
design a model of your housing.

*Options: 3-D model, poster diagram, technological representation 

*Along with the housing presentation, your tribe needs to include a typed 
paragraph response explaining the following:

-WHY did you choose this design? What tribe(s) influenced you?
-what MATERIALS are needed to construct your housing?
-HOW is this type of housing beneficial to your tribe’s lifestyle?



Part 3 - Find some Food
*Now that you have shelter, your tribe needs to eat! How are you going 
to provide energy for everyone?

*Research what other tribes in the area have done to secure food. 
Remember to give credit!

*Questions to consider:
-Is your tribe made of hunters/gatherers/farmers?
-What tools or methods do you use to get food?
-What are specific foods that your tribe eats from your location?
-Which tribe(s) did you learn from?



Part 3 - Assignment- due Thursday,9/30
*Create a menu your tribe could present to visitors. This menu can be 
made with technology or traditional materials.

*Menu should include:
-Minimum of 5 possible foods available to your tribe.
-Pictures or other representations of these foods.
-A description next to each food explaining how you obtain this 
food (hunted? Grown? Gathered? How do you prepare it?)

*Bonus points for any real-world samples provided! 



Part 4 - Design your Clothing
*Your tribe needs some fashion! (Not to mention protection from the elements!)

*Research types of clothing needed for a tribe in your geographic location. You may 
need to get ideas from established tribes in the area. Give Credit!

*Questions to consider:
-What articles of clothing does your tribe need in order to be comfortable?
-How do articles of clothing for both men and women look like?
-What materials from your environment does your tribe use to create them? 
-What are the reasons for these clothes choices?



Part 4 - assignment- due Thursday,10/7
*You’ll design 2 Representations that model your tribe’s clothing.

*dolls *technology *website *Lego *Closet/hangers

*Based on your research, you can use paper or textile materials to dress each “Model” 
that depicts what your tribe would choose to dress in. 

*A typed paragraph for each Model will be included explaining the following:
-What articles of clothing are shown?
-What materials are they made from?
-What tribe(s) influenced your choices?
-Explain how each of these particular clothing items help the men and  
  women of your tribe survive.



Part 5 - Celebrate your Crafts and Culture
*Realize that tribes didn’t just work to survive, they had fun!

*research crafts, games, and roles other tribes in your area had. 
Which are your tribes going to adopt? Give credit!

*Questions to consider:
-What roles (jobs) do members of the tribe have?
-What crafts does your tribe take special pride in?
-What games does your tribe play?



Part 5 - Assignment- due Thursday,10/14
*Let’s get some playtime going! You’ll be doing a presentation 
to the class that explains roles of your tribe, the crafts you take 
pride in, and games you play.

*Your tribe will engage the audience by having them participate 
in an activity relating to this area. 

*Requirements: Maximum 10 minute presentation, All members 
participate in some capacity, audience is engaged in one activity 
of tribe, presentation includes info on roles, crafts, and games, 
credit given to tribe(s) that influenced your choices.


